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ABSTRACT

Knowledge is becoming an increasingly important determinant of the
performance of firms. This is particularly true in the biotechnology based sectors.

In spite of this increased importance of knowledge we know very little about the
nature and properties of the knowledge-base of firms. In this paper the problem

of the dynamics of the creation and utilization of knowledge is discussed first at

a general level and then by means of some techniques that can be used to map
and measure the knowledge-base of firms.

The knowledge-base (KB) of a firm can be defined as the collective knowledge
that the firm uses to achieve its productive purposes. The collective character

derives from the fact that the KB results from the knowledge of individual members
of the firm and by their interactions, as determined by the firm’s organizational

structure. Thus the KB includes all the types of knowledge that are required to

obtain the firm’s final products.
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The methods described in this paper are based on the study of the patents

obtained by firms. Thus they are approximate methods in that they only repre-
sent the scientific and technological components of the KB. This is a good ap-

proximation in the case of highly knowledge dependent sectors such as the bio-
technology based ones.

The methods used fall essentially into two groups: on the one hand it is

possible to obtain a graphic representation of the knowledge-base of a firm by
means of lexicographic analysis, a scientometric technique, and, on the other

hand some properties of the KB can be defined and measured based on patent
statistics. For example, we can measure the degree of specialization, the scope

and the coherence of the KB and study the influence of these properties on the
firm performance. The two sets of methods and some results obtained by means

of them will be described in the paper.

The techniques described here allow to analyse the impact of the KB on a
number of aspects of the behavior of the firm. For example, we expect that the

KB has to change in order to enable the firm to change strategy. Likewise, other
aspects of firm behavior such as mergers and acquisitions, divestitures and the

formation of innovation networks are likely to be affected by the KB of the

participating firms.

KEYWORDS      Knowledge-based Sectors; Biotechnology; Dynamics

JEL-CODES          O31; L10; O39

RESUMO

A questão do conhecimento está se tornando cada vez mais um importante

determinante do desempenho das firmas. Este fato é especialmente importante no
caso dos setores baseados em biotecnologia. Apesar da crescente importância do

conhecimento, sabemos muito pouco sobre a natureza e as propriedades do conhe-
cimento dentro das firmas. Neste artigo discute-se, em primeiro lugar, questões

associadas à dinâmica da criação e utilização do conhecimento e, em seguida —
usando-se algumas técnicas que serão apresentadas no decorrer no artigo — como

se pode medir e mapear este conhecimento.

A base tecnológica das firmas pode ser definida como o conhecimento que as
firmas usam para atingir seus propósitos produtivos. Seu caráter agregado deriva
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do fato de que a base tecnológica resulta do conhecimento dos membros individu-

ais de uma firma, bem como de suas interações, como determinado pela estrutura
organizacional da firma. Desta forma, a base tecnológica da firma inclui todos os

tipos de conhecimento que são requeridos para se obter os produtos finais. O
método baseia-se no uso de patentes registradas pelas firmas. No entanto, este é

um método apenas aproximativo no sentido que representa os componentes cien-

tíficos e tecnológicos da sua base tecnológica. Esta parece ser uma boa aproximação
para o caso de segmentos altamente dependentes em tecnologia, como é o caso dos

setores baseados em biotecnologia.
O método repousa essencialmente em dois grupos principais: o de que é

importante obter uma representação gráfica do conhecimento de uma firma por
meio de uma análise lexicográfica e o de que certas propriedades da base tecnológica

podem ser definidas e mensuradas através de patentes. Por exemplo, pode-se medir

o grau de especialização, o escopo da coerência da base tecnológica e estudar as
influências destas propriedades na performance da firma. Os dois conjuntos de

metodologias e alguns dos resultados obtidos serão descritos neste artigo.
As técnicas descritas conduzem-nos a análise do impacto da base tecnológica

sobre o número de aspectos do desempenho da firma. Por exemplo, espera-se que

a base tecnológica tenha que mudar de forma a permitir que a firma mude a estra-
tégia. Desta forma, outros aspectos do desempenho da firma tal como fusões e

aquisições, e de formação de redes de inovação poderão ser afetadas pela base
tecnológica das firmas participantes.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE      Setores Baseados em Conhecimento; Biotecnologia; Dinâmica

CÓDIGOS JEL       O31; L10; O39
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Advanced capitalist economies are expected to be moving towards the so
called phase of the knowledge-based economy. In such an economy knowledge
would become the main competitive asset of firms, as opposed to capital goods
in previous periods. In fact the knowledge-based economy is not emerging
suddenly, but it is the result of more than a hundred years of evolution, during
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which R&D has been institutionalized (Freeman & Soete, 1997) and it has
become a standard component of economic life. In this period there has been
an enormous expansion of education at all levels, including higher education.
As a consequence intangible capital has gradually become more important than
tangible capital (Foray, 2000). Intangible capital is not simply contained or
embodied in the R&D department of a firm, but it is determined by the
interactions of the different elements of knowledge held by the individual
members of a firm or of an organization. Insofar as a firm is concerned the
concept of knowledge-base captures the intangible capital that determines a
firm ability to compete. The knowledge-base (KB) of the firm can be defined
as the collective knowledge that a firm can use for its productive purposes
(Saviotti, 1996). The collective character of the KB arises from the necessary
interactions between the members of the firm. Every firm is characterized by
a very advanced form of division of labour. The final output of the firm can
only be produced if the very large number of individual stages of production
are co-ordinated or combined. The particular form of division of labour adopted,
which is specific to each firm, determines the frequency and the types of
interactions occurring within the firm. The knowledge-base of  a firm thus
evolves in the course of time, since any set of interactions modifies the KB but
the interactions themselves are determined by the KB. However, the KB achieves
a certain stability since the firm has a set of routines and decision rules that are
modified very infrequently. The KB of a firm can thus be expected to be very
specific and to have a considerable degree of path dependence.

In spite of the general recognition of the importance of knowledge in
economic activities we know very little about the ways in which firms create
and use knowledge. This paper attempts to give a more analytical and empirical
content to the concept of knowledge-base and to discuss the implications of
the KB for the behaviour and performance of the firm. This paper will be
mainly concerned with firms in the biotechnology based sectors.
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To say that firms use knowledge might seem a trivial statement. Any
productive activity at any time has always required some kind of knowledge.
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However, what is peculiar to modern firms and organizations is their use of
knowledge that is produced by institutions whose main goal is to create  know-
ledge. This is of course a modern phenomenon following the institutionaliza-
tion of science in German universities in the second half of the XIXth century
and the subsequent institutionalization of industrial R&D (Freeman & Soete,
1997). Thus modern firms increasingly use scientific and technological knowl-
edge created outside the boundaries of the firm and of the sector in which they
operate by other organizations whose main goal is to create knowledge. Fur-
thermore, within the same firms there are departments or divisions which are
specifically charged with creating knowledge. This contrasts markedly with
previous periods during which the creation of new knowledge took place jointly
with its utilization.

In spite of these changes firms are not primarily-knowledge generating
organizations, but they use knowledge in order to compete. Competition takes
place amongst the final products of the firms. Thus we can say that a firm’s
KB is used to create its revealed technological performance (RTP). KB and RTP

follow distinct but related dynamics. To the extent that knowledge is required
to create new goods and services the creation of a new KB will have to precede
that of new goods and services. In a sense RTP at a given time t will embody
the KB at a previous time t-Dt. The magnitude of the delay Dt is likely to
depend on the characteristics of the sector, of the firm and of the technologies
concerned. However, although the dynamics of the KB and of the firm’s products
are inter-related they are not identical, as confirmed by a number of studies (see
for example Pavitt, 1998). It is possible for the KB of firms to converge or to
remain very similar during periods in which their products become increasingly
differentiated, and the reverse. Moreover, firms use more technologies than
those that they incorporate in their products (Brusoni et al., 2000). Thus a
subsequent stage of our study should analyse the dynamics of firms’ outputs
and its relationships to that of the KB.

As previously pointed out, the KB of a firm is the “collective” knowledge
the firm can use to achieve its productive purposes. Although the production
of knowledge does not necessarily follow the same rules as the production of
goods, the two are equally likely to be produced by means of division of labour.
Within teams work is allocated to individuals, within firms to departments,
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within an economy to sectors etc. Organizational boundaries exist because
particular groups of people collectively perform given functions. That is, division
of labour exists at all levels of aggregation in an economy. From this point of
view science can be treated as an activity that is itself carried out by means of
division of labour. In science this gives rise to disciplines, subdisciplines,
specialities etc.

Of course, such division of labour would be quite ineffective if it were
not accompanied by an adequate co-ordination of these activities. Within a
firm co-ordination takes place by means of the interactions occurring at different
levels, within and between departments and divisions. The division of labour
in knowledge creation presents an additional problem in that the partitions in
science do not correspond to those in technology and industry. A given
component of knowledge can be classified both within a scientific speciality
and within a technological and industrial sector. Conversely, the components
of the KB of a firm can be classified either based on the scientific discipline
from which they derive or on the industrial application to which they can
contribute.

In a highly knowledge-intensive firm two different and not necessarily
easily compatible forms of division of labour are combined: the division of
labour in science and that in industry. Thus, even in the R&D departments of
firms in a highly science-based field such as biotechnology, we can expect the
individual components to which the division of labour gives rise to be partly
determined by scientific disciplines and partly by the nature of industrial
applications. This double influence on the division of labour in industrial R&D

is reflected in the classification of patents, the immediate output of R&D, and
of the technological classes that are contained in patents. Technological classes
are partly based on scientific disciplines (e.g. C07C: acyclic or carbocyclic
compounds; C07D heterocyclic compounds) and partly on industrial
applications. Before concluding that the classification of patents is too inaccurate
to be used we should remind ourselves that the same ambiguity exists in the
classification of industries, some of which are defined by the nature of their
output and some by the activities carried out. In spite of this ambiguity the
concept of industry has been used for a long time and continues to be used.
We can thus consider that the R&D activities of a firm are both the result of
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the division of labour in knowledge production. We expect these activities to
be partly  determined by scientific developments and partly by the industrial
sector in which they are carried out.

The various elements of knowledge used, be they more science or more
applications-related, need to be co-ordinated. Thus, the patents of a firm are
not independent but linked. We can detect these linkages by several means, for
example by the technological classes or by the key words contained in the text
of the patents. Patents sharing common key words or technological classes are
linked and the frequency of co-occurrence is proportional to the intensity of
the linkage. We can thus detect and map the networks of which knowledge is
constituted. The techniques used to detect the co-occurrence, and thus the linkages,
will be discussed later. For the moment it is important to stress that these
techniques can give us an interesting and useful picture of the KB of a firm.

A crucial question in what follows will be “To what extent are the maps
and measures we construct a good representation of the actual KB?”. Although
we will have to come back to this question in the discussion of the techniques
and of the results, we can begin to address it now.  Returning to our definition
of the KB, we only know that it is created by the interaction of the various
types of knowledge that the firms uses. In a firm in one of the biotechnology-
based sectors different types of knowledge are present. Clearly, knowledge-
based on biotechnology has to play a fundamental role, but it is not the only
type: for example, knowledge of the regulations  required to test and market
drugs, agrochemicals or food is almost equally important. Thus, in principle
a complete map of the KB should include all the types of knowledge that the
firm uses to create its final output, or RTP. Information on all these types of
knowledge is rarely available. In what follows we will rely on patent statistics
to create a representation of the KB. During this period the challenge for LDFs
was to internalise the new biotechnological knowledge. The other types of
knowledge required to create final products did not change substantially and
we can expect these other competencies not to be those that create competitive
advantages for firms. The component of the KB that is likely to have most
contributed to the competitive advantage of firms in the sectors considered is
the scientific and technological component. Thus, by relying on patent statistics
we capture the most important part of the KB during the period studied.
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We can also ask to what extent our maps and measures are a good
representation of the division of labour in R&D processes within a firm. The
answer to this question depends on the correspondence between the technological
classes contained in the map and the allocation of tasks to individuals and teams.
Such correspondence is unlikely to be perfect. For example, in some cases
researchers in different teams might collaborate in the creation of the knowledge
leading to a given patent. However, for a number of reasons we can expect the
map  to be still related to the division of labour in the firm’s R&D activities. First,
a large part of the patents are likely to originate from a team. Second, even when
a patent originates from several teams it is quite likely that the combined
competencies are complementary and that they correspond to the technological
classes contained in the patent. Third, we can expect the KB of a firm to change
as the firm strategy changes, for example by incorporating new scientific disci-
plines and new industrial applications. In this case the composition of the R&D

personnel is going to change, for example by incorporating a growing percentage
of researchers competent in the new disciplines and industrial applications. In the
mean time we expect the patents produced and the technological classes they
contain to change reflecting the new composition of R&D activities. Thus, the
time profiles of the individuals-activities map and of our patents-technological
classes map can be expected to be very similar. We expect the map we obtain to
be an approximate representation of the division of labour in R&D activities, but
to be a good enough approximation to deserve further study. Within the limits
of this approximation  the techniques we used in this paper show us both the
division of labour, identified as the nodes of the network of knowledge created
by the firm, and co-ordination, identified by the links between the different
technological classes and key words belonging to different patents.

In addition to this organizational correspondence between the structure of
the KB and the map we obtained, there is another, more “epistemological”,
correspondence between the two. Knowledge can be considered as a correlational
structure, since scientific theories correlate the variables corresponding to the
observables of a given subset of the external environment of the firm (Saviotti,
1996, 1999). Thus knowledge is in its very essence a network, and the networks
we detect are in principle morphologically compatible with the structure of
knowledge and adequate to represent it.
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The extent to which the representation of the KB that we develop in this
paper is applicable to firms in other sectors depends on the sector considered.
We chose biotechnology-related sectors both because we have a professional
interest in them and because they are the sectors for which the approximation
to the KB that we develop here is likely to be better than for other sectors. In
general the pharmaceutical and chemical sectors are those for which a closer
correlation is found between R&D expenditures and patent production. Even
in these sectors the KB of the firm contains other components, such as financial,
marketing and legal competencies, but during the period under study such
competencies do not confer a competitive advantage to any LDF with respect
to its competitors. During the period under study the main task facing firms
in biotechnology-based sectors was to internalize the new biotechnological
knowledge. Other industrial sectors are characterized by either a lower science
intensity or by a different mixture of types of knowledge. According to Pavitt
(1998) the management of interfaces is a very important aspect of knowledge
management in large corporations. Yet the important interfaces are sector
dependent.  For example, while in pharmaceuticals and chemicals the interface
between industrial R&D laboratories and academic research is very important
the critical interface in automobiles is the interface between industrial R&D

laboratories and production. Thus we expect the representation of the KB that
we develop here to be a better approximation for the biotechnology-based
than for other sectors. However, we do not expect our representation to be
completely inapplicable to other sectors. Rather we think that in the case of
other sectors this approach will need to be complemented by information about
types of knowledge that are not clearly reflected in patents. To begin with the
biotechnology-based sectors give us the possibility to test the method in the
case in which it is likely to have the best performance. Adaptations of the
method to other sectors will then become possible.
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Starting from the considerations of the previous section we can begin to
define the KB by means of its composition, that is the list of technologies used
by the firms. This list can be accessed by means of the technological classes
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assigned to each patent by patent examiners. We can expect than no two firms
will have the same list of technological classes. Yet what would still be missing
is a measure of the distribution of technological classes within the KB and of their
interactions. In the KB of a firm elements of knowledge are not isolated, but they
are used jointly. The structure of the KB of a firm is then a network of interconnected
elements of knowledge. Even where the individual elements of knowledge were
the same in two KBs, they could lead to very different outcomes both for what
concerns knowledge accumulation and economic returns, depending on their
patterns of interactions. A list of the technological classes present in the KBs of
the two firms is an interesting piece of information but it leaves us far from fully
understanding their structure. The concept of structure involves both the elements
of the KB and their interactions. The structure of any piece of knowledge can
then be understood as the combination of the constituent elements and of the
links between them. Second, the individual elements of knowledge that we find
in firms’ KBs are defined by the prevalent form of intellectual division of labour
in society. Disciplines, specialities etc. are the result of such a process. As it happens
with any process of division of labour, final outcomes can only be obtained if
there is co-ordination of the individual steps of a “production” process.
Production is here written in inverted commas because it must be understood
in a fairly general manner. For example, it might mean the production of
knowledge or of any immaterial outcome. Thus the structure of links joining
the elements of a KB is the result of the prevailing division of labour and co-
ordination in the production of knowledge. Such division of labour is defined
outside the firm, in its selection environment, and it can be expected to influence
in the same way the KBs of different firms. However, we can also expect each
firm to superimpose upon an externally determined structure its own specific
contribution. The actual KB of each firm is likely to be the result of the
intellectual division of labour in the society in which the firm operates and of
specific influences internal to the firm. Such internal influences are likely to be
very path dependent, that is to depend on the history of the firm. The study
of the interactions between the elements of knowledge of a KB is, therefore,
of fundamental importance.

The two methodologies that we will describe in what follows are intended
to map and measure these two aspects of the KB.
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Lexicographic analysis allows us to identify a number of key words in a
particular text and to establish the extent of correlation between these key words
based on their co-occurrence (De Looze et al., 1999). The more often the key
words co-occur, the more closely related they are. In fact, the strength of the
links between key words is gauged as the frequency of their co-occurrence. The
technique is described in greater detail in Appendix 1. The networks of
knowledge thus constructed can be displayed graphically and provide us with
a very intuitive image of the structure of the firms’ KB.
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The KB of a firm can vary in many ways. For example, it can be concentred
on very few topics or be distributed over a very large spectrum of subjects. The
former will be a very specialized KB, the second a much more general one. In
addition we can expect that the integration of new fields of knowledge
introduced by a firm in order to change its KB will disorganise the structure
of the KB. Thus new fields of knowledge will not be perfectly co-ordinated
amongst themselves or with pre-existing ones as soon as they are introduced.
Their integration within the KB can be expected to improve in the course of
time. Thus the KB can have a number of interesting properties that it is
worthwhile to measure.

The concept of coherence has been used very often in the literature on the
economics of the firm. However, while it is a concept of great intuitive appeal,
it is not easily definable in an operational sense. Teece et al. (1994) proposed
a method to measure the coherence of the firm and they used it to test their
hypothesis that, at least within certain types of environment, coherent firms
were more likely to survive than incoherent ones. An example of incoherent
firm would be a conglomerate producing a set of completely unrelated products.
On the other hand, a coherent firm would have been characterized by a set of
related products. In the approach by Teece et al. (1994) coherence was defined
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as relatedness.  They argued that related products are more likely to be produced
together than unrelated ones, due for example to economies of scope.

In the case of firms in highly knowledge intensive sectors it is at least
equally interesting to calculate the coherence of their KB. To the extent that a
KB is a precursor of future products, but also taking into account that the KB

does not need to map exactly onto the structure of the firm’s products at a
subsequent time, it is important to measure not only the coherence of the
firms products, but also that of its KB. If the KB represents the crucial resource
of the firm, its coherence is likely to be an important determinant of the firm’s
performance. In the case of the so called life science company, the model
followed by most firms in the 1990s, it was considered advantageous to have
a common KB in order to produce a set of heterogeneous products. Although
the coherence of the KB was not explicitly mentioned, it follows that within
the model of the life science company the coherence of the KB was privileged
with respect to that of the outputs.

The principle on which the measure is based is that  related products are
likely to be produced jointly more frequently than unrelated products.
Considering that there is a probability that any two products can be produced
jointly accidentally, the degree of coherence of any set of products is obtained
by comparing the observed frequency of co-occurrence with the calculated
probability that the products occur together randomly. In what follows an
adaptation of the technique used by Teece et al to measure the coherence of the
KB and developed by (Nesta, 2001) is described. Conceptually this involves
replacing the firm’s products with the elements of knowledge it uses. In our
case the elements of knowledge are the technological classes associated to patents.
Apart from the actual technique used in its measurement, an important problem
arises about the meaning of coherence. Such a problem is more acute in the
case of the KB, but it exists also in the case of products. Relatedness is an
ambiguous concept in the sense that both similar and complementary activities
can be said to be related. In the case of the KB it is quite likely that most of
the technological classes included in the KB are complementary rather than
similar. To the extent that they are the result of  a process of division of labour,
most of these technological classes are unlikely to be similar. On the other
hand, a certain amount of similarity is required in order for the different
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technological classes to be coordinated. Thus, we expect the degree of coherence
that we measure to be predominantly influenced by the complementarity of
the technological classes included and to a smaller extent by their similarity.

As pointed out above, if two activities i and j are related, they are more likely
to occur together than completely unrelated activities. Eq (4) measures the
probability that any two activities occur together randomly. From that probability
we can calculate the expected value µ

ij
 and the standard deviation σ

ij
 of the

frequency of co-occurrence of the two activities (Eqs 5 and 6). If C
ij
 represents

the measured frequency of co-occurrence  i and j,  then rij (Eq 7) measures the
degree of relatedness of the two activities or, in the view of Teece et al, their
coherence. In the case of firms having many activities the indicator r

ij
 has to be

averaged over the activities of the firm. This is obtained by means of Equations
(8) an (9), in which a weighted average of r

ij
  is calculated with respect to all

possible pairs of activities (Eq 8) and with respect to the activities of firm f (Eq 9).

(4)-(7)

Eq (7) then measures the extent of relatedness, that we interpret as mainly
complementarity between technologies i and j. It is obtained by subtracting
from the observed frequency of co-occurrence of technologies i and j its expected
value and by dividing the result by the standard deviation. The degree of
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coherence of firm i with respect to all the technologies it uses, that is the
coherence of its KB, is then obtained by calculating first what Teece et al called
the Weighted Average Relatedness (WAR) (Eq(8)) for the firm and then its weighted
average with respect to all the technological classes used by the firm f:

Let us now describe the other measures of the properties of the KB used
in Nesta (2001).

The degree of specialization
The calculation of the degree of specialization began with that of the Relative

Technolgical Advantage (RTA) of firm f in technology i:

 The degree of specialization is then derived from RTAif as the ration of its
standard deviation to its mean:

(2)

Scope of the KB

The scope of the KB of the firm is measured by the technological portfolio

( )8
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of firm f, defined as the number of technological classes in which the firm has
patents.

(3)

Of course, the scope of the firm also corresponds to the degree of differentiation
of its KB.

Eq (7) then measures the extent of relatedness, that we interpret as mainly
complementarity between technologies i and j. It is obtained by subtracting from
the observed frequency of co-occurrence of technologies i and j its expected value
and by dividing the result by the standard deviation. The degree of coherence of
firm i with respect to all the technologies it uses, that is the coherence of its KB,
is then obtained by calculating first what Teece et al. (1994) called the Weighted
Average Relatedness (WAR) (Eq(8)) for the firm and then its weighted average
with respect to all the technological classes used by the firm f:

(8)

(9)

Similarity
This is a relative property of two different KBs:

where Cik and Cjk measure the co-occurrences of technologies i and j with a
third common technology k.
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The techniques previously described seem considerably different.
Lexicographic analysis allows us to obtain a graphic representation of the KB

of a firm. Such a representation has the advantage of being very intuitive.
Representations of the KB obtained at different times provide us with a picture
of how the firm's KB changes in the course of time. However lexicographic
analysis is not well suited to quantitative measurements. On the other hand,
the other measures based on patent statistics can be used both at the level of
aggregation of the firm and at higher levels of aggregation. Thus, the two
techniques are complementary in that one provides a more intuitive
representation of the KB and the other one a more accurate representation.
In the description of the results it will be explained how the joint use
of the two techniques allows us to provide a more complete representation
of the KB.

��� .
	,��	

The results that are going to be described here are taken from a number
of papers and from a PhD thesis. These results have been obtained in some
cases by studying a small set of firms, in other cases by means of data bases
containing information about a large number of firms.

.,=,� �������
	���� ��E���C� ���� ����E� ��� �&�����

Aventis was formed in 1999 by the merger of Rhône Poulenc and of
Hoechst. Both companies were previously chemical and, at different times
starting from the end of the 1980s, decided to change the nature of their
activities and to become life science companies. Like many other firms which
had previously undertaken the same strategic reorientation Hoechst and Rhône
Poulenc had to change their KB. When this strategic reorientation was already
underway on both sides the two firms decided to merge. In a merger we
expect the resources of the two companies to be reorganized in order to take
advantage of the potential synergisms. In the case of firms in highly knowledge
intensive sectors we can expect their KBs to be reorganized. Thus the KBs of
the two firms needed to change both to incorporate new knowledge and to
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adapt to the merger. The results described here are taken from two papers
(Saviotti, et al, 2002a, 2002b) that contain a more detailed description of
the study.

The study covered the period 1990-1998. As we see from Fig 1 the
percentage of biotechnology patents of the two forms had already started
rising before the merger. Biotechnology patents started rising earlier for Rhône
Poulenc because it undertook the change of strategy towards the life sciences
earlier than Hoechst.

Figure 2 shows the graphic representation obtained by means of
lexicographic analysis for the KB of Hoechst for the period 1990-1992. The
KB is here represented as a network whose nodes are the technological classes
used by the firm and whose links indicate which technological classes are
used jointly. The numbers attached to each link indicate the frequency of co-
occurrence, or the strength of the link.  Within the diagram we can see that
some technological classes (e.g. A61K, C07C, C07F, C09G, C09D) are much
more central than others, because they are linked to a greater number of
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other classes with links of higher strength. Furthermore, the class A61K,
“Preparations for Medical, Dental, or Toilet Purposes”, is the main class
containing compounds used for pharmaceutical purposes. A61K separates
two subsets of the map in Figure 2. The classes that are NW of A61K are those
mostly related to biotechnology, while the ones that are placed E and SE of
A61K are classes mostly related to the technologies that were previously used
by Hoechst, that is chemical technologies. It is to be observed that some of
these chemical technologies, such as C07C, acyclic or carbocyclic compounds,
are still being used in the pharmaceutical industry. Thus, although the KB

changes we cannot expect all the old technologies to disappear instantly and
to be replaced by new ones. The actual process of change is more likely to
be a gradual change of composition in which new technologies increase
progressively their weight while old technologies decrease. Also, some old
technologies may always be required in combination with new technologies.
Of course, we expect the composition of the KB to change more rapidly
during periods of radical than of incremental change.

Going back to Figure 2 we can see that the NW corner represents the new
technologies that Hoechst is trying to acquire and the rest of the map the
technologies that the firm was previously using. To the extent that the firm
carries out the stated strategy to become a life science company we can expect
the weight of the biotechnology based classes to increase.

In Figure 3, representing the map of the KB of Hoechst during the 1996-

1998 period, we can see that the number of biotechnology related classes
decreases slightly from 9 to 8 while the number of chemically related classes
falls from 23 to 13. Thus, the weight of biotechnology classes increases during
the period 1990-1998. A similar though not identical evolution was followed
by Rhône Poulenc, as shown in Figs 4 and 5. Here we can observe the same
partition in biotechnology related classes West of A61K and of chemically
related classes East of A61K. The biotechnology subset of the map seems at
the beginning better structured than the chemical subset. Also, the internal
connectivity of the biotechnology subset of the map seems to increase in the
period observed. However, the proportion of chemical classes increases rather
than falling. This probably does not indicate a reversal of strategy, as the
growing percentage of biotechnology patents indicates (Figure 1), but rather
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a desire to rationalise the surviving chemical activities.  On the whole we can
conclude that the study of the KBs of the two firms shows that both of them
were changing their KB according to their stated strategy of becoming life
science companies.

After the merger Aventis was considerably reorganized, taking into
account also the changed external environment. At the middle of the 1990s
most firms in the biotechnology based sectors were still following the model
of the life science company, but such model has now been abandoned by all
of them. The rationale of the life science company consisted in the existence
of a KB common to a series of activities that had traditionally been carried
out separately. After the advent of the new biotechnology it was assumed
that to concentrate within the same firm a series of heterogeneous activities
could give rise to important economies of scope. It is to be observed that this
strategy implicitly meant that to increase the coherence of the KB could
compensate for the heterogeneity of the markets that would thus be brought
under the same roof. This strategy would seem rational when the relative
importance of knowledge with respect to other resources is expected to grow,
as we move towards the knowledge-based society. The subsequent evolution
of the concept of the life science company seems to indicate that either we
are still far from the knowledge-based society or there have been short term
fluctuations that made the same strategy temporarily not viable. We also
have to take into account that a new type of knowledge, such as the new
biotechnology, will subsequently undergo a process of differentiation that
might make it more convenient to specialise in given subsets of an initially
unique KB. Thus, the balance of advantages and disadvantages to be obtained
by adopting a common KB to produce a range of heterogeneous products
may change in the course of time. The actual strategic evolution of most
firms in the biotechnology based sectors consisted in abandoning the concept
of the life science company and in specialising either in pharmaceuticals or
in agrochemicals. Several firms (Novartis, Astra Zeneca, Pharmacia, etc.) have
completely separated their agrochemical from their pharmaceutical activities.
After the merger Aventis did the same by selling Crop Science to Bayer. In
what follows the KB of Aventis after the merger and of some of its subsidiaries
will be represented.
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After the merger Aventis underwent a considerable reorganization. In 1999

Aventis had become a life science company, performing two types of activities,
pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. However, subsequently, and following the
same strategy as most other life science companies, it sold Crop Science to Bayer,
thus becoming a pharmaceutical company.  Figs 6-11 show the KBs of Aventis,
of Aventis Pharma, of Pasteur Merieux, of Aventis Behring and of Crop Science.

The KB of Aventis as a group (Figure 6) does not show any more the separation
between biotechnology classes and chemical classes that was evident in both Rhône
Poulenc and Hoechst before the merger. The main technological classes of both
types are still present, with A61K being the most central one. However, the weigh
of the chemical classes has fallen and the whole KB seems a much more closely
integrated network. The map of the KB of Aventis after the merger provides clear
evidence that the transition towards the life science company had been achieved.
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If we compare the KBs of Aventis and of Aventis Pharma we see that they
are very similar. In both cases A61K is the most central class. All the other
highly central technological classes are common to the two maps. Thus A61P,
C07C, C07D, C07H, C12N, C12P, given here in alphabetical order, are the
most central classes in both KBs. It is to be observed that C07C and C07D,
“Acyclic or carbocyclic compounds” and “Heterocyclic compounds” respectively,
are the chemical classes that were the components of the KB of pharmaceutical
firms before the advent of biotechnology. These technological classes do not
disappear, but are integrated within the new KB. In summary, the KB of Aventids
Pharma seems a reduced version of that of Aventis with lower levels of
connectivity.

The KBs of the other subsidiaries seem considerably different. All of them
contain a much more reduced number of classes and have lower levels of
connectivity. This can be explained both by the smaller size and by the greater
degree of specialization of the subsidiaries. For example, Aventis Pasteur is
specialized in the production of vaccines and thus uses only the technological
classes that are relevant for this purpose. The lower level of connectivity follows
inevitably from the smaller size, involving a lower number of patents.
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The KB of Crop Science has been reported here (Figures 10 and 11),
although the firm has now been sold by Aventis to Bayer, in order to find out
how integrated its KB was with that of Aventis. As it turns out, the KB of Crop
science is split into two apparently non connected parts. The first (Figure 10)
corresponds to a “plants” pole while the second (Figure 10) corresponds to a
“chemical” pole. On the one hand this shows that Crop Science managed to
integrate modern biotechnology. On the other hand, the existence of the two
networks is justified because agrochemical firms need to use both sets of
competencies. As it was the case for Aventis Pasteur and for Aventis Behring,
no links are found between the KB of Crop Science and those of the other
subsidiaries of the group. At this time we cannot tell whether this result indicates
that the KB of Aventis is segmented, without communications between
subsidiaries, or whether the communications that take place are not revealed
by the techniques we use. Furthermore, it is quite possible that the presence
and type of links between the KBs of the subsidiaries of a firm depend on the
firm organization: some firms may have a very integrated structure, in which
different subsidiaries have a high degree of interaction, while others may keep
subsidiaries very independent. This finding raises a number of questions, both
methodological and related to the nature of the KB. Clearly, the problem requires
further research. For what concerns mergers and acquisitions, the separation of
the KB of a subsidiary should make easier to separate it from the rest of the
firm, for example by selling it off, than if the KB of the same subsidiary were
closely integrated with the rest of the firm.

/,0,� ����������� ���� ���������!�� ��� �
�� �

Firms are not generally knowledge producers. They use knowledge in order
to produce products or services by means of which they compete. However,
in highly knowledge intensive firms the production of knowledge is the crucial
step in firm growth and competition. Thus we expect the properties of the KB

that were described previously to have an impact on firm performance. This
general hypothesis was tested by defining a number of dimensions of the
performance of the firm and by regressing measures of these dimensions against
a series of independent variables including the properties of the KB. The detailed
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description of these calculations can b found in Nesta (2001). In the resent
paper only a summary of the results will be supplied in order to be able to
discuss the implications of the properties of the KB for firm behaviour and
performance.

The dimensions of the performance of the firm chosen were the production
of knowledge, measured by the number of patents produced, the rate of profit
and Tobin’s Q. The former is not an indicator of final performance but of
intermediate output. Tobin’s Q is the ratio of the stock exchange value of a
firm to the value of its assets. The set variables used in the regressions is shown
in Table 1 and the results are shown in Table 2. The sample of firms used in
the initial runs included 99 firms from different countries, whose main activity
was distributed over a number of sectors.

The results obtained show that both the differentiation and the coherence
of the KB are important determinants of the firm’s performance at the three
levels considered. Yet this importance varies during the period studied, in
particular between the 1980s and the 1990s. The degree of differentiation turns
out to be relatively more important during the 1980s while coherence turns
out to be relatively more important during the 1990s, both for what concerns
the rate of profit and Tobin’s Q. These results seem to indicate the presence of
structural differences between the two periods considered. In fact the 1980s
were a period during which biotechnology was an entirely new technology,
radically different from the KB previously used by firms in the pharmaceutical
and agrochemical sectors, which was based on organic chemistry. Genetic
engineering started being industrially promising only in the1970s. Incumbent
pharmaceutical and agrochemical firms had a very limited absorption capacity
for the new technology, and many of them were not even convinced that genetic
engineering was going to be the basis of future industrial developments. The
first large diversified firms (LDFs) that tried to internalise the new knowledge
had to rely on contracts with dedicated biotechnology firms (DBFs) (Grabowsky,
Vernon, 1994; McKelvey, 1996). It took most of the 1980s for LDFs to acquire
a sufficient absorption capacity in the new biotechnology. During this period
it became evident that genetic engineering was going to be the basis for a large
range of new industrial applications, but which new applications were going
to be fruitful was not yet clear. The leading strategic imperative for firms was
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to enter as many new areas of the new biotechnology as possible, that is, to
increase the differentiation of their KB. By the end of the of the 1980s a number
of new techniques an applications had emerged that seemed to provide more
stable avenues for progress. For example, the unexpectedly rapid progress in the
human genome project, due essentially to the acceleration of the operation of
sequencing, gave rise to the expectation that gene therapy was going to be an
important source of future applications. Also, the emergence of technologies
that were transversal within biotechnology, such as bio-informatics, changed the
dynamics of knowledge generation and provided important new opportunities
for the creation of SMEs based on a new specialization (Saviotti et al. 2000). In
the changed circumstances of the 1990s firms started not only to explore new
technologies and applications, but began to integrate better the different
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components of their KBs. In other words, firms started to increase the coherence
of their KBs. In fact, this did not entail an end to the differentiation of their
KBs, but it meant that differentiation was accompanied by the preoccupation
to increase the complementarity of the components of the KB. Furthermore,
it is possible to argue that the transition from the predominance of differentiation
to the predominance of coherence corresponded to the passage from exploration
to exploitation (March, 1991).

That an important change took place at the beginning of the 1990s is
confirmed by a study of the dynamics of innovation networks in the
pharmaceutical sector over the period 1980-2000 (Orsenigo et al., 2001). The
authors of this study found that the roles played by different actors within
innovation networks changed markedly at the beginning of the 1990s. They
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explained these changing roles by the emergence of transversal, or general,
technologies within biotechnology. They hypothesize a process of knowledge
growth in which a new field is founded by some new hypotheses. The
subsequent development of these hypotheses gives rise to more specialized ones,
in such a way that the field becomes organized as a hierarchy of hypotheses in
which the earlier ones are more general and the subsequent ones more specific.

Thus it seems that an important transition took place in biotechnology
at the end of the 1980s, a transition that led to both an enhanced differentiation
of biotechnology and to new strategic and organizational priorities for firms.

�����������	


This paper stressed the importance of the KB for the behaviour and
performance of firms in a knowledge-based society. Clearly, in these conditions
it is important to be able to represent the KB and to measure its properties. Two
different techniques that can be used for this purpose have been described.
Lexicographic analysis can give a more intuitive graphic representation of the
KB, but its capacity to derive quantitative objective measures is inferior to the
other technique based on patent statistics. The two techniques can thus be
considered complementary tools for the study of the KB.

In principle, for knowledge intensive firms we expect the KB to influence
most aspects of firm behaviour and performance. In particular, four aspects of
firm behaviour seem to be of central importance and are being investigated:

1. Firm strategy
2. Firm organization
3. Mergers and acquisitions, and their converse, demerger or divestiture.
4. Innovation networks

A change in firm strategy can be expected to lead to a change in both the
composition and the structure of the KB. The results previously reported of a
study of Rhône Poulenc and of Hoechst bring this out very clearly. A decision
by the firms to change from chemical to life sciences firms was followed by
a change of their KB in which the weight of biological technology classes increased
gradually and these classes became better integrated within the KB. Clearly, we
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cannot expect all firms to adjust equally to the same change in strategy. Thus,
we can conceive that different firms attempting to implement the same strategic
change will modify their KB at different speeds and by incorporating a different
mixture of new technologies. In this sense we can expect changes of strategy
to be accompanied by some degree of path dependence. A study of comparable
strategic transitions of other firms is underway in order to find out the range
of paths that can be followed to implement strategic transitions involving a
change of KB.

Several organizational arrangements can in principle be adopted by firms
for what concerns the creation and utilization of knowledge. Thus, when a
firm has subsidiaries we can imagine that KBs of all the subsidiaries either to
overlap or to be completely separated. Of course, these two solutions only
define the extremes of a range, with many intermediate solutions possible. The
results we found for Aventis seem to show that the KBs of the subsidiaries are
completely separate. As it was previously pointed out, we do not yet know
whether these results are the consequence of the organizational structure of
Aventis or of a partial blindness of the method. Studies of other biotechnology
based firms will be carried out in order to both improve the method and to
find out to what extent the fine structure of the KB is affected by firm
organization.

When firms merge or purchase other firms we expect their organization
and their KB to change. Both the relationships of the firms before the merger
and the dynamics of it can affect its outcome. An interesting question arises
as to what the best ex-ante combination of KBs is: is it better for the merging
KBs to be similar or complementary? And to what extent? Furthermore, we
expect a “good” merger (but the same hold for acquisitions) to give rise to the
exploitation of the potential synergisms between the two firms. On the other
hand, we also expect the actual process of merging to cause temporary
coordination problems, in such a way that the benefits of the merger can be
obtained only with a certain delay. The results we have obtained so far lead to
a number of provisional conclusions: first, although no measures of the similarity
of the KBs Hoechst and Rhône Poulenc have so far been performed, the two
firms seemed to have rather similar KBs; second, the KB of Aventis after the
merger seems to follow the same path already started by the two firms towards
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the life sciences and towards a greater integration. Another interesting implication
of previous results for mergers is that, to the extent that coherence is an important
of firm performance, we expect the final outcome of a successful merger to led
to coherent merged KB. Of course, such a coherent KB is unlikely to be obtained
immediately after the merger. Indeed, the reorganization process is likely to
reduce the coherence of the KB below that of the firms before the merger.
However, if the merged firm is to perform well, we expect the coherence of
the merged KB to recover suitable values after a short delay. Studies of these
aspects are underway.

Demergers are also likely to be affected by the KB of the firm. For example,
we expect a subset of a firm with a tightly integrated KB to be more difficult
to separate that a subset of a comparable firm that has a completely segmented
KB. In this sense the apparent separation of the KB of Crop Science from that
of Aventis could have facilitated its sale to Bayer. Such an hypotheses needs to
be tested in the other studies being carried out.

Innovation networks are typically formed by LDFs, DBFs and by public
Research Institutes. It is unlikely that these different actors play the same roles.
Both empirical and theoretical studies (for example Pyka, Saviotti, 2002) show
that a complementary relationship of the partners is more likely to lead to
successful innovation networks. It is, however, possible for a minimum extent
of similarity to be required in order for the partners to be able to communicate.
Work is currently underway to test these propositions.

In summary, we can expect the KB of a firm to have important influences
on several aspects of behaviour and performance of a firm. Some of these aspects
and have been discussed here and are the object of further research.

����������
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The central concern of this paper has been the representation and the
measure of properties of the KB of firms in biotechnology based sectors. The
KB has been defined as the collective knowledge that firms can use for their
productive purposes. Thus the KB depends not only on the elements of
knowledge acquired by individual members of the firm, but also on their
interactions. In more fundamental terms, the KB depends on the division of
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labour and on the coordination inside the firm. The information required to
construct a detailed map of individual competencies and of their interactions
is both extremely costly and difficult to acquire. In this paper two approximate
methodologies to represent and measure properties of the KB are described. The
approximation is based on the use of information on patents, including both
patent statistics and textual information. Of these two methods lexicographic
analysis, a part of scientometrics, allows us to detect the technological classes
used by firms and their links. The links are detected and their frequencies
measured by means of the co-occurrence of key-words present in the text of
the patents and associated to particular technological classes. The representation
of the KB thus obtained consists of a network whose nodes are the technological
classes used by the firm and whose links measures the interaction of different
technological classes. In this paper the technique is applied to the study of the
formation of Aventis from the merger of Rhône Poulenc and of Hoechst.

The construction of indicators of innovation based on patent statistics
has been developed in the last twenty years. In this paper a number of indicators
already developed have been used together with a new one. This new indicator
measures the coherence of the KB of the firm. The development of the
indicator of coherence of the KB is based on the work of Teece et al. (1994).
They had developed an indicator of the coherence of the firm based on its
output. Their technique has been adapted to the measure of the coherence
of the KB (Nesta, 2001). In knowledge intensive industries we can expect the
coherence of the KB to be at least as important as the coherence of the firm’s
output. Firms are now knowledge producers but the production of knowledge
is not their main objective. Knowledge is used to produce goods or services by
means of which firms compete. We can then expect the KB of the firm to have
an influence on firm performance. It turns out that two properties of the KB,
its differentiation and its coherence, are particularly important determinants of
the firm performance. Furthermore, the ranking of these two properties as
determinants of the firm’s performance changes during the evolution of the
technology. Differentiation is relatively more important during the 1980s while
coherence becomes relatively more important during the 1990s.

The two techniques described above are complementary rather substitutes
for the analysis of the KB of the firm. In the paper a number of possible
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applications described. Thus, we can expect the KB to affect and to be affected
by firm strategy, by firm organization, by mergers and divestitures, by the
formation of innovation networks. A change in strategy involves changes in
the firm’s KB. Different types of firm organization can be expected to lead to
different KBs, for example to segmented KBs when the subsidiaries of the firm
do not communicate, or to totally connected KBs in the opposite case. A
successful merger can be expected to modify the KBs of both firms to exploit
the potential synergism inherent in the merger. The process of merger can be
expected to reduce temporarily the coherence of the KB below that of the merging
firms, but at a short time after the merger the coherence of the KB should
increase again. Innovation networks are now a stable form of industrial
organization. Their existence can be partly explained by the need to acquire
new types of knowledge created at an increasing speed. However, their dynamics
is till to be studied. For example, is it better for partners in networks to have
similar or complementary KBs? These questions form part of a research
programme underway.

In summary, this paper can be situated in the context of the economics
of knowledge. In particular, it attempts to provide tools to represent and measure
properties of the KB of firms and to study their effects on firm behaviour and
performance.
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Description of the Sampler Software

Sampler  is a “text mining” environment developed by Cisi.. It calls for
the coupling of linguistic technologies with an outstanding implementation of
the statistical means of associating words — largely used in France in the 1980s.
The software works under UNIX and Windows 95.

In order to preserve its ‘bottom-up’ logic — i.e. navigate with the text
within the text — linguistics is uniquely apt to extract units of relevant
information. These units are terminological nominal phrases having the capacity
to represent the concepts and objects of the field outside the text (Ibekwe, 1995).
The hypothesis is that word extraction will lead to the identification of the
documents’ themes in return for later statistical treatments (ibid).

The extractor is made of a lexis, a list of morphological patterns and
contextual clarifying rules.

The treatment is performed through a battery-operated algorithm, allowing
therefore to process the text in one shot and to reach quasi-linear processing
speeds (1 Moctet every two seconds).

The next step consists of putting forward all the nominal phrases which
have been collected during the terminological extraction phase. The latter can be
enriched with uniwords, proper nouns (which are extracted automatically also).

This grouping (clustering) is enacted through the associated word method.
The corpus is split into homogeneous textual units: the paragraph (which

can be used in terms of parameter), the press message,... for the entire text, the
instruction, along with its fields (some of which can be masked) for the structured
text. One is then to look for the co-occurrences characterized by the appearance
of two nominal phrases within one same textual unit. A parameter — alleged
to be either equivalent to or associated with Eij — is then calculated so as to
quantify the associating strength between two words:

Eij = Cij2/(Freqi*Freqi)
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where Cij is the co-occurrence between I and j, Freqi is the frequency of I and
Freqi is the frequency of j within the corpus.

This algorithm, by measuring the entire relation, makes it possible to
map out certain signals which are allegedly weak: two terms appearing once
only and to gather, yet producing together an index of equivalence as high as
for terms appearing together thousands and thousands of times.

A saturation algorithm is then applied to group in “clusters” the nominal
phrases which are linked together the most. the number of  internal, external
terms (relations among clusters via a key word), as well as the minimal strength
of the link, can be used for parameters, allowing thus to zoom/unzoom in on
the corpus.

The terminological extraction of nominal phrases and the method of associated
words work towards a production with a semantically homogeneous
representation of the texts (which can be qualified as isotopias) — with no
initial semantic resources (Polanco, 1995).

The watchman’s analysis is made easier by the interactive capacity of the
Sampler system and the graphic representation of the navigation structures under
the ergonomic shape of lexical fields.

This ‘bottom-up’ approach  seems to be the most viable at the moment
in carrying out a linear analysis of the texts; it is starting to be generalized on
the Internet/Intranet (Grefenstette, 1997): it makes it possible to unify
transversally distributed data.

It is somehow an advantage for it to be coupled with a downgrading
hierarchical analysis approach, which makes for a more global dealing for a first
approach (Reinert, 1990).
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$-. New plants or processes for obtaining them; plant reproduction by
tissue culture techniques

$-.* Preservation of bodies of humans or animals or plants or parts thereof;
biocides, e.g. as disinfectants, as pesticides, as herbicides

$B.� Preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes
-.# Separation évaporation; distillation; sublimation
-.C Chemical or physical processes, catalysis, colloid chemistry
-A# Processes for applying liquids or other fluent materials to surfaces
,:� Shaping or joining of plastics
=, Layered products
BA# Containers for storage or transport of articles
�-. Non metallic elements
�-@ Lime, magnesia ciments
�-D� Acyclic or carbocyclic compounds
�-D# Heterocyclic compounds
�-D� Acyclic or carbocyclic compounds containing other elements than

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen etc.
�-D Sugars; derivatives thereof; nucleosides; nucleotides; nucleic acids
�-D� Peptides
�-;� Macromolecular compounds obtained by reaction involving only carbon

to carbon
�-;& Macromolecular compounds (polyesters, resins organopolysiloxan,

elastomers )
�-;C Working up ; general process of compounding (dispersions, gels, etc.)
�-;� Use of inorganic or non-macromolecular organic substances as

compounding ingredients
�-;% Compositions of macromolecular compounds
�-: Organic dyes or closely-related compounds for producing dyes;

mordants; lakes
�-:# Coating compositions, e.g. paints, varnishes, lacquers; filling pastes;

chemical paint or ink removers; inks; correcting fluids; woodstains; pastes
or solids for colouring or printing; use of materials therefor
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